DCF/DAC-Subcommittee Weekly JAD Meeting Minutes

Date: 1/19/20
Start Time: 10:00
End Time: 10:45
Attendees: Mike Lupton, Larry Brown, Johnny Guimaraes, Mike Idoni, Steven Lord, Danielle Downing,
Ryan Lavender, Beau Frierson, Richard Power, Greg Nix, Joanne Szocinski, Lisa Tajdari, Mark Granto,
Nathan McPherson, Tracey Fannon, Matt Lightner, Roderick Harris, Joseph Glidden, Sharyn Dodrill,
Diego Wartensleben, Jennifer Ramirez, Rodney Pritchard, Seana Zagar, Jesse Lindsey, Nydia Neris,
Andrew Barden, Eduardo De Cardenas, Victor Gaines, Sai Maddipoti, William Garcia, Lisa Tajdari
Agenda Items:
Item
1. Jonathan’s Maternity Leave
- Jonathan’s wife gave birth this past weekend and he
asked that Nathan lead these meetings while he is gone
- Agenda today is short, wanted to discuss deployment
of latest deployment
- Would like to hear more from ME IT Reps on their plan
for submitting historical data
2. Deployment 2021.01.0
- Jesse reported they deployed recently with five main
items: General Improvement Assessment Code
(primary level of functioning), Unique Constraint Rules
which will prevent duplicates in system, FASAMS
version submission rules to deny submission of any
earlier version of data when some of that data is loaded
in to v14 (Greg will follow up and make sure the
updated pamphlet is available)
3. ME Plans for submitting historical data
- Nathan reviewed that majority of ME’s are planning to
purge historical data and reupload into v14
- Mike Idoni asked if there were any gaps in
requirements.
- Beau Frierson said there are no specific issues
preventing data upload but did identify a number of
non-working features. For example the civil codes
because the combinations don’t exist.
- Mike said those examples are obstacles preventing data
upload and without getting fixed will cause the ME’s to
under report their data. Certain OCA’s can’t be utilized
- Greg reviewed that a new slate of OCA’s are coming on
board and requested that if anyone is having problems
with specific OCA’s to email him
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Mike asked Beau for confirmation that fixing these
problems will remove any remaining barriers to data
upload
Nathan thanked Mike and Beau for their feedback and
then returned to historical data
Johnny reported that they will convert all the historical
data into v14 format and then resubmit all the
historical to the current and will then request FEI to
wipe FASAMS of their v13 data (planning for March)
Jennifer Ramirez said they have almost the same
approach as Johnny. She said she wanted to submit her
plan to SAMH to trouble shoot. Aiming for March or
April
Mike Lupton reported that they will first purge
duplicates, will then submit to v13 so there is no
translation or derivation of existing data into v14
Lisa Tajdari and Debbie Stephenson spoke to Big Bend
that they will follow the same plan as CFCHN.
Diego reported the plan is to upload v14 in February.
Taking same approach as Johnny.
Joe said they would be utilizing the same model as Big
Bend and Central Florida Cares.
Nathan said they would discuss the issues Beau brought
up next week. Asked if the field had any issues or
concerns to address the next week.
Some discussion of some reoccurring problems
regarding undo deletes and partial updates
Mike Lupton brought up how to code changes in
program areas for clients transitioning from SA to MH
and from child to adult in the system
Diego also brought up effective termination date for
OCA funding
Steve Lord concurred and asked what the expectation
from SAMH is on how to handle this

Meeting concluded: 10:45

